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About This Game

Help the dwarves find their legacy!!

- Mix of solitaire, hidden objects and puzzles!
- Fun story and characters

- Varied bonuses and helpers
- 5 colorful worlds and 160 fantastic puzzles
- Stunning illustrations and delightful music

Dwarves want to find the most powerful weapon that will help them in the fight against trolls. They need to join forces with five
heroes! Will they succeed in this ?! Everything depends on you!

Love card games like Spider Solitaire, Classic Solitaire, Pyramid Solitaire, Klondike, Freecell and Perfect Match? Then this is
the perfect logic game for you!
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Snow White Solitaire - Legacy of Dwarves has beautiful artwork similar to the first installment in the Snow White series. The
music is the same. You play solitaire and solve a jigsaw or hidden object puzzle now and then. The story is told through
occasional dialogue between the characters. Sounds mellow and relaxing, right?

Well, I find this game really frustrating for one simple reason. There is a mechanic that requires you to get at least one star on
each level to progress. This means you have to leave no more than 2 cards on every level. Some of the levels are really difficult
with small drawdecks. Replaying them over and over again disrupts the gameflow. When you do finally beat them, there is no
sense of accomplishment. Merely a sense that "I got lucky that time."

6 hours in, I haven't bought a single amulet to upgrade my power-ups, as I spend all my gold on Wild Cards to advance the story.

Emerland Solitaire had a similar mechanic, but they were really even-handed about it. You had to get half the layouts perfect in
each chapter to get perfect for that chapter. Instead of needing to one-star every level, maybe the devs could set it that we need
to get 6\/12 stars per area? Alternately, just remove this mechanic altogether or create a casual mode where it is not a factor.

If it wasn't for this one single thing (which completely undermines my enjoyment of this game), I would wholeheartedly
recommend Snow White - Legacy of Dwarves.. This one is much better than the first one because it's a lot more difficult. I
think I spent an hour on level 3 lol. It's harder to get coins and def harder to 3-star each level.

I've complained about the first one being too easy so I'm glad this one is harder.. Good Solitaire game. Those mini games are
still annoying though. 9\/10.
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